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Will Trumpcare Stump Obamacare?

The real test of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) will take place in 2017. And while healthcare costs haven’t become unaffordable, as yet, how the 
system will change and impact healthcare practices and patients under President-elect Donald Trump is to be seen. For now there isn’t much 
clarity on Trump’s vision of healthcare for Americans. He has however, at numerous occasions mentioned the strong possibility of repealing the 
ACA and replacing it with a different healthcare policy. However, given the fact that repealing ACA completely at this stage might be extremely 
difficult, there is a very high possibility that the Trump administration might introduce crucial and impacting changes in specific areas of ACA.

The Expiration of Two Programs

As we step into 2017, two programs that will expire are “Risk corridors” and “re-insurance.” These programs contain true costs of health 
insurance which were subsidized with taxpayer money. Under Risk corridors, insurance companies were paid in the event that their customers 
spent more on healthcare than the insured amount. Reinsurance on the other hand allows insurance companies to claim the bill from the federal 
government for costs incurred on expensive treatment for patients. In both these cases, insurance companies were allowed to list low premiums 
for their healthcare plans.

Essentially, both programs were meant to make the move to ACA healthcare system easy or more convenient. However, there is no denying that 
post-ACA, healthcare has become more expensive. Base premiums increased 41 percent in 2014. Authors of the ACA system created both 
these programs as a way of offsetting the impact of rise in premiums – till Jan. 1, 2017.

Post that date, premiums are set to increase.
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The Affordable Care Act 
was ossontlally designed to sorvo as a more comprohonslvo health Insurance 
reforms system. Its core purposes were to enhance healthcare access and 
mako hoallhcaro not only moro affordable but also more quality based. And 
although it did not bring about dramatic cost savings as promised, the system 
did not make healthcare unnecessarily or increasingly unaffordable either. 
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How ACA or Obamacare will change in 2017 is yet to be seen. 

i> Physicians also had lo contend wrth 
now rogulatory repC>rting as well as
more stringent disclosure and 
comphance requirements 
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The enrollee coverage and services 
for 2017 may once again 1nc:tease 
burden on phys.c1ans'offices 

OBAMACARE VS. TRUMPCARE 

PrMident-ellCI DoMkl Trump hit 
suggnted I change or a repul or 
replllcement of Obamacare. 

In caae of• repeal, •• ealimated 20+ 
mllllon lnsur9d under the ACA's co....,. 
provlskN'lt will be- In danger of toslng 
coverage and coat a1statanc:e In 2017 
subject to whit Is 1111lntelned or repealed. 

Pas•lhly, th• manda .. tn abtain r::nwrao- wlN 
also IM drot>f>Od. 

Drug P-• to, Modlcore mlghl 1M nsgollolod. 

Medlcakl expensk>n might continue but In a more 
-redlonn. 
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Exc:(tptions to change und11 Trumpe11re 
might lndudt guarantNd coverage for 

pre-,exlatlng condldona encl allowing kkla to 
.....,�....._. continue staying on plans til 21. 

If the pre,,extsling cleuN Is 
ellmln*«I, apec:lll enrollment wNI 
stay, however, tkk people without 

coverage who want to buy a plan win not 
beable todoao. 

Trumpr:aM might ma•• H potHlJhlll fnr IMlll'tlta tn 
HII across ate .. IIMI, 

Poulbll drug NgUletkN'la might come Into effect In 
a btt to control �ts. 

Heatth Savings Accounta might gel exp1nded • Trump 
Is in favor of funding HS.As as oppoMd to offertng 

cost anlstlnce for individuel dolllr payments . 
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Scattered Response from the Healthcare Sector

Given the lack of clarity in Trump’s healthcare agenda, the response from the healthcare sector has been rather muted. Hospitals, private 
practices, and corporate clinics have undergone a lot of transition pain to get their systems up and ready to tackle ACA. Technological and IT 
changes apart, healthcare practices had to undergo specific changes in keeping with greater accountability and an improved system of patient 
care. This included working out new insurance programs, a change in billing systems, re-organizing their practice structure to service more 
patients. So a lot of effort and pain has gone into getting on board with the ACA system. A repealing of the ACA will mean drastic and a 
complete overhaul of the healthcare system in its present form. Unless Trump can specifically list out a system that shows clear and detailed 
advantages of introducing a completely new healthcare platform, repealing ACA does seem far-fetched. For most healthcare practices, it is a 
wait and watch game for now.

How will Trumpcare Impact Women

In addition to contraception coverage, a number of voices have raised the impending risk of lower or no coverage for a number of other 
women’s health benefits. Under the ACA, maternity care was to be included as an essential health benefit for women. Prior to the ACA 
implementation, individuals rarely purchased plans that covered both prenatal care and childbirth. However, ACA made that necessary.

Prior to ACA implementation, it was not uncommon for women to be charged higher rates compared to men for the same services. This was 
the case even with plans that did not include maternity coverage. ACA changed that. ACA also introduced coverage for preventive services for 
women. Specific preventive services such as breast and cervical cancer screening for BRCA 1 and 2 genetic mutations recommended by the 
U.S. Preventive Services Task Force had to be covered without deductibles or copayment. If the law is repealed, coverage of these kinds of 
services could change.

Coverage for contraception and other services endorsed by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) which includes 
contraceptives that are approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that most insurers are required to cover without charging women 
could be eliminated. Coverage and support for other services such as yearly visits (at least once a year), counseling and screening for sexually 
transmitted infections, screening for gestational diabetes, support, counseling and supplies for breast-feeding as well as screening and 
counseling for domestic violence could be viewed differently by the Trump administration.

A number of services might be un-endorsed, or there could be a difference in opinion about implementing healthcare recommendations. Or, 
the new administration could simply go ahead and create a completely different set of rules.

A lot of consideration went into strengthening preventive services benefits for women. For example a directive for making it necessary for 
insurers to provide coverage for all contraceptive options (18 in total) helped in ensuring a stronger base for preventive care for women.

If these are un-endorsed, the implications can be wide and far reaching. At the moment, how the Trump administration will decide to look at 
these laws is not very clear.

Conclusion

President-elect Donald Trump has been very vocal about changing the healthcare system for Americans. His strongest attack on Obamacare 
came in the form of a completely repealing the system and replacing it with something bigger and better. Will he be successful in doing so or 
will he simply go ahead with changing specific laws under ACA will become clear only after he steps into office.
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